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efficient choice for the patient, the surgeon must be aware of the
merits and demerits of each method. The author addresses the
main considerations in choosing the most appropriate technique

for each individual case.Changsha, Hunan Province, China
Changsha (Chinese: 嫦州; pinyin: Chángshā), the capital city of

Hunan Province, is also the political, cultural, educational,
economic, and transportation center of the province. Changsha is
the capital of Hunan Province and the third-largest city in Central
China. At the 2010 census, the city had a population of 9,009,825,
and the provincial urban area has 15,824,216 people. History The
area of Changsha has been inhabited for over five millennia. The
early Chinese Dong'ao state (洞澳 or dong'ao) is assumed to have

been located in this region, and the earliest written
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retardation and 4q35 deletions. Mutations in several genes have
been associated with non-X-linked mental retardation (MRX)
syndrome and mapped to chromosomal regions containing

imprinting control genes (ICs) (4q35). To identify the disease-
causing genes we performed linkage studies in a large family with
non-X-linked MRX syndrome and a deletion of the 4q35 region. We
used high-resolution PCR and Southern blot analysis to screen for
mutations in 52 genes localized in the 4q35 region. We detected

two mutant alleles in one of nine patients of this family. Both
alleles were different single-base pair substitutions in the four-box-
like 1 (FOXL1) gene. We suggest that de novo mutations of FOXL1

may cause MRX syndrome in this family.The structure of the
homeobox gene family in the cricket, Acheta domesticus. The

cricket, Acheta domesticus, has a homeobox gene (Adh) with a
structure that is intermediate between that of Drosophila and
mammals. We report the isolation and characterization of an

additional eight homeobox genes from this cricket genome. These
eight homeobox genes range in size from 402 to 749 amino acids.

All homeobox genes have a conserved 70-amino-acid carboxyl-
terminal "homeodomain" involved in DNA binding. Other genes
have conserved amino-terminal and variable carboxyl-terminal

domains of putative functional significance. The structural
features that distinguish these eight genes from those in other

species are determined by the number and identity of amino acids
in the carboxyl-terminal region. We have identified several

domains that are conserved within the homeobox gene family.
These domains include the helix-turn-helix motif, the leucine
zipper motif, the repressor domain, and the homeodomain-

associated domain. We also compared three sets of homeobox-
coding sequences from the different developmental stages of the
same individual insect. We found that these sequences are highly

conserved, and certain levels of divergence are consistent with
purifying and positive selection at the level of amino acid

residues. We compared seven homeob
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